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AS VIRUS CASES PEAK:

Student nurses
on our Covid-19
wards from just
€2.56 per hour

Heroes in scrubs . . Roisin & Grace

BLUE
ANGELS
By NICOLA BARDON

Myleene: I
rearly like
J-Lo’s bum

ICE STAR’S CONFESSION
— SEE PAGES 14 & 15

STUDENT nurses and midwives working
on the frontlines in hospital placements
have described the new €100 weekly Government grant as “a slap in the face”.
As Ireland recorded the highest rate of
Covid-19 infection in the world, trainee
nurse Roisin O’Connor — who’s on just
€2.56 an hour — said: “I don’t think
anyone would work for that . . . there are
people dying around you.”
Fellow trainee Grace Farrell, who told
how one lonely patient called her his
“blue angel”, added: “This figure is an
insult to the work we’re going to do.”
Full Story — Pages Six and Seven
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COVID-19 CRISIS
STUDENT nurses and midwives have
said the €100 weekly grant is a
“slap in the face” — with one telling us: “I’d like to see Stephen Donnelly working for €2.56 an hour.”
Around 4,500 will receive a new
Pandemic Placement Grant worth
€100 per week, despite working up
to 40 gruelling hours a week.
Eligible students should also get
€50 per week towards travel and
accommodation costs, along with
anyone who has been entitled to
SUSI grants and or PUP payments.
However, many have said it’s
simply not enough — especially as
those who had been working
part-time jobs to pay for college

By NICOLA BARDON

fees and accommodation had to give
these up due to the risks.
Previously, students did not get
paid for their placement — like
most work experience programmes
— as they are there for purely
educational reasons.
However, since the pandemic hit,
they have been working bravely on
Covid wards, helping general staff
with patients there and putting
themselves and their families at risk
— for free.
Here, the Irish Sun speaks to
three heroic student nurses who
just want to be treated fairly by
those in charge.

our work is worth €2.56 is a slap
ROISIN O’CONNOR
Roisin challenged Health Minister in the face. I can’t imagine anyone
Stephen Donnelly to do his job for who sat in that room deciding that
less than €3 an hour and see if he would take it up for their job.
“I’d love to show the Minister a
can survive.
Like most student nurses, she has day in our life, including travelling,
been working as a healthcare assis- and let him see how tiring it could
tant, but had to give that up to be, and how little you are living
start her placement in general off. I wouldn’t give this up for the
world, but I have to stand up for
nursing yesterday.
And she said she could under- myself and what we deserve.”
stand not being paid if they were
TEIGHLOUR FEGAN
learning, but they are not.
Teighlour said she was “so insulted”
She said: “I did my first year when she heard about the grant for
placement last year before Covid those on placement.
and it was so busy then we were
She said: “I blew up, it feels like
just sharing the workload — so we’re being exploited, because we’re
there is no learning now during all not there for educational purposes.”
of this. It is just working.
Teighlour is starting her second
“If anything, Covid is just high- placement in hospital at the start
lighting the problem that was of February after studying online
already there — healthcare staff are since September. Last year, she was
stressed and understaffed.
working in her first year placement
“So I had dread before I started when Covid hit.
back on my second year placement,
She wasn’t working on a Covid
the numbers are just way higher.
ward, but she said they had to
“When I started my healthcare treat every patient like they had it.
assistant job in April, I’d been
And as she gets ready to start
working as well in a retail job for her second placement in the worst
three years but I had to leave that. wave of Covid, she’ll only have
When my contract
€100 a week to
ended as an assiscover food, transtant in October, I
port and expenses.
had no work and
She told us: “I
couldn’t get any.
am
working
a
“So to start this
part-time job in
job with just €100
healthcare but they
a week is very
are letting me go
stressful when you
the day I start, so
have
no
other
I’ll
have
no
income to live off.
income.
“My
transport
“Many
student
costs me €30 a
nurses
work
in
week,
depending
healthcare jobs to
on where the hospay the bills, and
pital is. I have to
while the college
get up at 4.45am
said we can keep
and get either two
part-time
jobs,
buses or a bus and
since most of us
a Luas. I underwork in healthcare
stand why I can’t
and
would
be
be
a
healthcare
Under fire . . . Minister Donnelly
going into a hospiassistant and work
tal, it’s too highin
a
hospital
risk. In second year placement, as I
because of cross-contamination and am doing general nursing and
its not safe, but I am stressed about children’s nursing, I will be workmoney as well as everything else.”
ing in up to six places.”
Working with Covid patients in
Teighlour lives in Wexford and
her first year was ‘a lot’ for a has to drive daily to her work, and
19-year-old, Roisin said.
said the grant will not go far with
She added: “Personally, in my €14 daily parking costs in some
healthcare job, I was directly hospitals, as well as petrol.
involved with Covid patients.
And while there is a transport
“So I was going into work with allowance, she is not expecting to
people who are testing positive and see it any time soon.
having to go home and avoid peoShe said: “I am working 36 hours
ple as much as possible.
a week in the hospital and I live in
“And it was so insulting then to Wexford, so I leave my house when
see everyone else out breaking the my family are asleep at 5.30am and
rules and partying, or posting their I am not home til they are getting
conspiracy theories.”
ready for bed at half-nine or ten.
She added: “It’s infuriating to see
“People were talking about how
people who don’t know what it is we got a travel allowance. That was
like in there.”
for six weeks, and I did nine weeks
And that includes the Health placement. Also it was for €23 a
Minister, Stephen Donnelly.
week, and I started my placement
Roisin said: “We are in placement in January but I didn’t get it into
for over 12 hours a day, and that my bank account until August.
doesn’t include getting there.
“There is also talk of €50 for
“We have to try hard to dodge accommodation but none of my
any kind of sickness, and you don’t friends have gotten that.”
know if that headache is stress or
But despite the ‘insulting’ grant,
lack of water. Even with a sniffle Teighlour still cannot wait to
you have to take the day off and get become a nurse.
swabbed. That adds up to days you
She said: “It’s so insulting, it’s
will have to repeat in the summer. like a slap in the face. When you
“There are some people who have do the maths, it works out at less
said that €100, or €2.56 an hour is than €2.80 an hour. I know they
better than nothing. I don’t think say it is for students for an educaanyone would work for that, never tional placement but realistically we
mind something so stressful, when are not learning in a pandemic.
really you are still a child and
“But this is not taking away my
there are people dying around you. passion. I want to be a nurse, 100
“I worked with ICU patients and per cent . . . We all love being
I had the fear of God in me, ‘what nurses, we love our jobs, it is a
if I bring it home with me?’ Saying passion to us.”
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HERO STUDENTS:: €100 A WEEK IS ‘SLAP IN FACE’

I’d like to
see can
Minister
Donnelly
do this
for €2.56
an hour
GRACE FARRELL
Grace revealed she checked RIP.ie
regularly to see if any of her
patients had died.
The Kilkenny student’s first year
placement was cut short when
Covid happened, but she found a
job through an agency working in
healthcare in her local hospital.
Here she was paid to do the
same work she would have been
doing for free on her placement.

This time though, she will only be
given €100 a week to cover her
costs in her second year placement.
She said: “I could never have
expected this to happen in my first
year. And there is a huge responsibility that comes with it — going
into work and coming home to
family. Sometimes you can’t help
but be in contact with the people
you live with so the risk is huge.
“As a first year, I’ve looked after

people on the Covid ward who
were so sick. At the beginning it
was terrifying to see people that
sick, knowing their families can’t
be there and they are on their own,
so you are all they have.
“I know I definitely carried it
home. I remember every patient I
had that passed away from it, I
remember their names, I think
about them all the time. I constantly look up RIP.ie to see if any

‘Govt’s pay
for heroes
is insulting’
EXCLUSIVE by ADAM HIGGINS
Political Correspondent

‘WE’RE EXPLOITED’
Passionate student nurse Teighlour feels let down by
Government, and below, Grace has felt sorrow for
lonely patients who have passed away during Covid

SINN
Fein
TD
John
Brady has blasted proposals that student nurses
be paid €2.85 an hour to
“return to the trenches”
in the fight against Covid.
The
Wicklow
TD’s
daughter Saoirse is a student nurse who returned
to hospital for an eightweek placement yesterday
along with thousands of
other students.
During Saoirse’s last
placement, she picked up
Covid-19 which “ran like
wildfire”
through
her
household and left her
grandad fighting for his
life for ten days in ICU.
Brady claims the Government’s €100 a week
offer is an insult to the
thousands
of
student
nurses who put their
health on the line.
He told the Irish Sun:
“We’ve seen it first-hand
here, my daughter contracted it, and the impact
it had on our family.
“Her grandfather ended
up in ICU for ten days
and was very, very lucky
to come through. That

Outrage . . . Brady

FIGHTING
COVID WAR
Roisin calls for
more support

‘BLUE ANGEL’
of my patients have passed away
since I’ve gone.
“I worked in the most incredible
hospital with amazing staff, they
are blessed to have the staff, but at
the same time, they are all on their
own in single rooms, it is mainly
older people who are really sick
from it and they don’t have Skype
or FaceTime.
“Some of them are in there for
months on end on their own and

all they see is us in a white suit,
blue mask, goggles, gloves. I want
to just put my arm around them
but it can be so dangerous, not
even for us, but for them.
“One man called me his Blue
Angel because of the colour of my
scrubs. He said I was the only person who spoke to him that day and
I always made time to chat to him.”
Like Teighlour, she can’t have a
part-time job due to the risks, so

she has to commute as she can’t
afford to live in Dublin.
And she said all they want is a
respectful figure: “When they come
and say €100 a week, that’s putting
our full week’s work at €100, compared to nurses with the same
workload and risks. To come out
with this figure, slap in the face.
“It is an insult to the work that
we’re going to do in this next wave
and the risk we’re putting ourselves

in. If they said minimum wage,
that would have been amazing, it
would show they respect us and
are behind us and understand the
risk and sacrifices we are making.”
But also like Teighlour, Grace
cannot see herself doing anything
else, despite the lack of support.
She added: “I love being a nurse,
it’s amazing . . . We feel the support
of the public, we just want to feel
that from the people in charge.”

was down to the professionalism
of
frontline
workers in the hospitals
with nurses and doctors
that provided him with
excellent help.
“I appreciate that we’re
the lucky ones. We’re
luckier than a lot of
families
whose
loved
ones haven’t come home.
“But €2.85 is an absolute insult for these students, who can only be
described as heroes.
“The Government are
quick to offer them a
round of applause, but
when it comes to actually
giving them something
they
deserve,
unfortunately, what they’re talking about is an insult.”
Saoirse picked up Covid-19 at the end of her
last placement in October. Her dad, John, told
the Irish Sun he then
tested positive for the
virus with his father-inlaw who lives with them.
John said: “When this
terrible virus comes into
your household and a
loved one is taken away
in an ambulance, you
don’t know when you
might see them again. Or
the worse-case scenario:
if you will get to see
them again.”
He said of our selfless
frontline heroes: “No-one
is
complaining
about
having to go to work, but
they would like more
than a round of applause
— and they deserve more
than that.”
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CLARE DAD BECOMES AN INSTAA
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SENSATION DUE TO HIS DIET CHANGE
GOING GREEN
Padraig and his daughter
Tara at home in Kilfenora

UK PM . . . Boris

Johnson
urged to
ditch N.I.
Protocol
By DAVID HUGHES

have
Brexiteers
TORY
Prime
UK
on
called
Minister Boris Johnson to
scrap the arrangements
for Northern Ireland he
agreed with Brussels.
The European Research
Group has published a
report which concluded
the Northern Ireland Protocol had a “profound
and negative effect”.
was
protocol
The
designed by the EU and
UK to avoid a hard border on the island of Ireeffectively
by
land
creating a regulatory and
customs border in the
Irish Sea.
The document said the
UK Government should
tell Brussels it intends to
pass laws to “redress the
trade diversion and societal pressures” created by
the protocol.
ERG chairman Mark
Francois said the protocol
has to go or “we will not
let matters rest there”.
The DUP has already
demanded the scrapping
of the protocol.

Search op . . . gardai

Woman’s
charged
for €60k
drug find
By GARY MENEELY

A WOMAN has been
charged over a €60,000
drugs bust in Dublin.
The haul was made as
gardai
carried
out
a
search of a house in the
Summerhill area of the
capital on Wednesday.
During
the
search
operation, cannabis worth
€59,600 was discovered
and seized.
Cops revealed a woman
had now been charged in
relation to the seizure.
A spokesperson said:
“Gardai carried out a
search of a house in the
Summerhill
area
on
24/02/2021, as part of
ongoing
investigations
into the sale and supply
of drugs in Dublin 1.
“A woman, aged in her
40s, was arrested at the
scene. She was detained
at Kevin Street Garda
Station under Section 2 o
the Criminal Justice (Drug
Trafficking) Act 1996.
She has since been
charged in relation to
this incident.”

TURNING OVER A NEW LEAF
. . . Padraig testing out vegan
recipes, left, with musician Tara

EXCLUSIVE by NICOLA BARDON

MEET the Co Clare dad
who is becoming a vegan
superstar on Instagram —
at the age of 67.
Padraig Howley decided to
document his journey to get fit
on the social media site this
week, as he aims to complete 21
days as a vegan with help from
his daughter Tara.

And while Padraig — who ditched
his 80 cigarettes a day habit over 20
years ago — was happy with his 300
followers on Wednesday, last night he
had over 13,000 and counting.
He laughed: “It is a big surprise
that’s to be sure.
I don’t understand it, I barely can
use a computer. I’m old stock, it
takes me ten minutes to send a text,
my kids laugh at me and then I
could delete it after all of that. And
now this!”
The Kilfenora man said his journey
began last year when he started to
feel unwell. He told the Irish Sun:
“I’m a self-employed welder by trade
for the last 40 years, so I was always
fit and healthy. In my business you
are always carrying weights of steel
all the time.
“Then this time last year, around
March, I started getting terrible
pains. It was in my back,
my shoulder, down my
left side.
lockdown
“Then
came and I had difit
getting
ficulty
but
out
checked
when I did get an
no
appointment,
one could figure
was
what
out
wrong with me.
“I suffered the
whole summer.
“I got everything
done — MRIs, ultraNothing
sounds.
showed up so I started
to think, ‘Is this in my
head? Is there anything
really wrong with me?’”
But finally he got a diagnosis
that something was wrong with his
nervous system, and then the country
went into lockdown again. He then
turned to a holistic practitioner who
had helped him years previously.
He said: “I sent a hair sample and
we spoke on the phone and she said
it was the nerve system as well. But
she also said I needed to change my
lifestyle. One thing she said was I am
an irregular eater, which is very true.
“I work long hours, I could be up
at 6am and not have breakfast until
10am, and then work til 8pm and not
have dinner until 9pm and it’d be a

Life
vegans
at 67

I’m almost
68. People
will say, ‘Are
you mad in
the head
doing this?’

big dinner. Being is seen as the target amount to try
unfit doesn’t suit and walk in a day to get fit.
And he has delighted people folme, I’ve been fit
I lowing him by sharing some music
life,
my
all
played a lot of with his videos as he is an accomthroughout plished Irish singer.
sports
He said: “I know it has only been a
my life so I knew
changes had to be few days but I already feel healthier
and a little bit better. I know it will
made.
tough but I am going
“And then she said I be
to do it. I was a tracould change my lifestyle if
ditional Irish person,
I gave up a bit of dairy.”
big breakfast, same
One of Padraig’s three daughters
meals.
go vegan
suggested that he should
“I wouldn’t be big
for a while, but he
into going to restau“I
laughed:
rants, I would be
even
didn’t
afraid to try anywhat
know
DITCHED . . . meat
thing new in case I
meant,
that
didn’t like it.
and now I am
“And now I am
vegan!”
with
meals
cooking
officially
He
tempeh
like
ingredients
started on Monday and has been
that I didn’t know existed.”
documenting his meals and recipes
He laughed: “I remember
on Instagram.
one time, I was going out
He is also committing to walking
for my eldest daughter
more than 10,000 steps a day, which

NEW DIET . . . Padraig

Eimear’s birthday to a restaurant and
it was all this beautiful soup but I
didn’t think I’d like it so I had a
bowl of soup. And here I am after
cooking a Vietnamese coconut and
tempeh curry on my own and it was
absolutely delicious. I remember after
cooking it, I thought, ‘What if I don’t
like it’, and I loved it.”
It was his youngest daughter, Tara,
who came up with the idea to put
his story on Instagram, and already
he has caught the eye of the Happy
Pear, as well as influencers Roz Purcell and Louise Cooney.
But Padraig is hoping it is people
like him he can help, who think they
are too old or too stuck in their ways
to change. He said: “I’m almost 68
and people will say, ‘Are you mad in
the head doing this?’
“I don’t want to get sick. I’ve been
healthy all my life and have changed
to stay that way, and this is just
another life changing thing. If I was
in hospital sick, it’d be far worse.
“So I’ll have a go at this and it

might be hard but I want to get
healthy and even help one other person like me. I’ll crave the bad food
but I am now cooking for the first
time in ages and people are so kind,
reaching out and helping me with
recipes and ideas. I’d love to be the
person to help someone.
“I already had a message this
morning from a guy who wasn’t feeling great, at a low ebb, struggling
with his head and we chatted and he
got up and got out for a walk like I
am doing and said he is feeling a bit
better listening to the music and the
videos. I didn’t even know what Tara
was doing with Instagram at first
and now we are over 10,000.
“I do the videos myself and she set
it up for me, she knows what she is
doing. She is a musician with Riverdance and normally would be travelling all over the world but because of
lockdown, she is here helping dad
instead of being in California so this
might never have happened.”
Padraig already knows he has the

willpower to change his life — after
giving up his 80 cigarettes a day
habit. He told us: “I can change, and
live longer and be healthy. Our minds
can tell us wrong, and I am the
worst culprit for listening to my
mind, but I know I can do it.
“I haven’t smoked in over 25 years
and I used to smoke 80 a day, I was
a chain smoker. And if I can stop
that I can do anything. I’d be afraid
to smoke again, I wouldn’t even
dream of it now. I used to have ten
before breakfast, and now I would
never even crave one. Plus I couldn’t
afford them now anyway!
“I know when I am working long
hours, I will be craving fast food and
to just go get a takeaway.
“But I have help and now on Instagram, people messaging, and I have
the willpower to say no. So I hope I
can help another person and help
them be healthier.”
l FOLLOW Padraig’s vegan journey on
Instagram @sing_andstep_withpadraig.

BEFORE
Breakfast: Would be 2 sausages,
black & white pudding
and 2 eggs.
Lunch: Bowl of soup.
Dinner: Mash potato,
carrots, parsnip, turnip, chops and lots of
butter.
NOW
Breakfast: Porridge
and honey.
Lunch: Vegan tacos or
Leek and Potato Soup.
Dinner: Vegan Shepard’s Pie, Vietnamese Coconut and Tempeh Curry or Tofu
Tortellini.
Butter replaced with a vegan block.

It is a big
surprise...
I don’t
understand.
I can barely
use a
computer
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